LongHouse Reserve Student Annual IV
June 2011

Using the sculpture and gardens as inspiration and resource, students who visited LongHouse this year were invited to participate in Student Annual IV. Guided by their teachers, they interpreted their visit(s) in prose, poetry, mixed media, craft, photography, painting, architecture, design and sculpture. We also had the dance Elements, a multi-award winner, performed on site.

88 individual and 9 collaborative prizes were awarded to Kindergarten through Grade 12 students from the following schools: Amagansett School, Bellport High School, Bridgehampton School, Brookhaven Technical Center, East Hampton High School, Eastern Suffolk BOCES, Half Hollow Hills West, John M. Marshall Elementary School, Longwood High School, Montauk School, Patchogue-Medford High School, Riverhead High School, Rocky Point High School, Ross Lower and Ross Upper School, Sayville High School, Southampton Intermediate School, Springs School, Tuckahoe Common School and West Babylon High School.

More than 325 students, superintendents of schools, principals, teachers, school and LHR Board Members, families, guests and members of the press were in attendance at the June 13th event where winning entries were displayed and student winners were presented their prizes. Congratulations to those who participated and thanks to all for a job well done! A big thank you goes to our volunteer LH School Docents for inspiring all they led.

RECIPIENTS OF AWARDS

HIGH SCHOOL

Best in Show
Jennifer Cummings
Within
Teacher: Ms. Bermont
West Babylon High School

MIXED MEDIA DRAWING

Speak to me, Leafy Green,
The person I am, and all the
people I’ve been,
Autumn reds and water’s blue,
Reflecting only nature’s hue,
I rebound with spring,
On bare feet,
Anew.

Jennifer Cummings
1st Place Mixed Media Photography
Allison Milner
Fish Out of Water
Teacher: Ms. Seymore
Brookhaven Technical Center/Riverhead

2nd Place Mixed Media Photography
Iris Garrido
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Cliffe
Brookhaven Technical Center
3rd Place Mixed Media Photography
Yasel Cuesto
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Cliffe
Brookhaven Technical Center

Honorable Mention Mixed Media Photography
Alexandria Devlin
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Cliffe
Brookhaven Technical Center

OPTICAL PAINTING

1st Place Optical Painting

2nd Place Optical Painting
Jennah Hochstedler
Untitled
Joelie M. Johnson
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Gianis
Bridgehampton High School

3rd Place Optical Painting
Annabel DeGroot
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Gianis
Bridgehampton High School

FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY

Collaborative project between Photography, Fashion, Art & Design and Cosmetology students from Brookhaven Technical Center

1st Place Fashion Photography
(Collaborative)
Friedrich Kaiser, Jessica Blanchard, Michelle DiGeronimo, Michael Stitt
Untitled

2nd Place Fashion Photography
Marissa Nardino
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Seymore
Brookhaven Technical Center/ Patchogue-Medford
Teacher: Ms Seymore
Brookhaven Technical Center/Rocky Point

3rd Place Fashion Photography
Katherine Burke, Amanda Kiss
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Seymore
Brookhaven Technical Center/Sayville UFSD

PHOTOGRAPHY, DIGITAL

1st Place Photography Digital
Jacqueline Pappalardo
From the Outside Looking In
Teacher: Ms. Diodato
Half Hollow Hills High School West

2nd Place Photography Digital(Collaborative)
Tatiana Banks, Krista DeCarlo
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Seymore
Eastern Suffolk BOCES/ Brookhaven Technical Center
3rd Place Photography Digital
Gabriella Inzillo
Shadows
Teacher: Ms. Iaquinto
West Babylon High School

Honorable Mention Photography Digital
Samatha Mok
What Lies Behind
Teacher: Ms. Iaquinto
West Babylon High School

Honorable Mention Photography Digital
TediMarie Marotti
The Nature of Water
Teacher: Ms. Diodato
Half Hollow Hills High School West

Honorable Mention Photography Digital
Friedrich Kaiser
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Seymore
Brookhaven Technical Center/Academic Learning
PHOTOGRAPHY, INTERIOR DESIGN

1st Place Photography Interior Design
Jessica Colemen
LongHouse Room
Teacher: Ms. Iaquinto
West Babylon High School

PHOTOGRAPHY GRAPHIC DESIGN

1st Place Photography Graphic Design
Alex Roxburgh
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Cliffe
Brookhaven Technical Center

PROPOSED PLANNING
1st Place Planning
Luis Morales
Proposed New LongHouse Reserve Construction
Teachers: Mr. Cohen, Ms. Lear
EHHS/Ross School/BOCES
DESIGN
1st Place Design
Victoria de Lesseps
Sustainable House
Teacher: Ms. Fayyaz
Bridgehampton High School

PRINTMAKING

1st Place Printmaking
Ji Eun Kim
The Pond
Teacher Ms. Cross
Ross Upper School

2nd Place Printmaking
Destin Olivera
Irregular Progression
Teacher: Ms. Cross
Ross Upper School

3rd Place Printmaking (collaborative)
Phil Liu, Zac Wan
Impressions
Teacher: Ms. Cross
Ross Upper School

1st Place Painting

2nd Place Painting
Joyce Wang
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Cross
Ross Upper School
Esme Ashley-White
Tumbling Woman
Teacher: Ms. Cross
Ross Upper School

3rd Place Painting
Erik Jahn
Rams
Teacher Ms. Gerard
Longwood High School

Honorable Mention Painting
Lily Shih
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Ross
Ross Upper School
Honorable Mention Painting
Kendall Shedden
Elephant
Teacher: Ms. Cross
Ross Upper School
WORKS ON PAPER
1st Place Works on Paper
Thomas Cusanelli
Fountain
Teacher: Ms. Gerard
Longwood High School

2nd Place Works on Paper
Joselyn Escajadillo
The Path
Teacher: Ms. Gerard
Longwood High School

3rd Place Works on Paper
Penelope
Teacher: Ms. Trovillion
Longwood High School

SCULPTURE
1st Place Sculpture
My Fish Ran Away
Teacher: Ms. Diodato
Half Hollow Hills High School West

2nd Place Sculpture
Breanne Eble
A la Chihuly
Teccher Ms. Gerard, Ms Gerlach
Longwood High School

3rd Place Sculpture (tie)
Stacey Dinkel
Subconscious Bloom
Teacher: Ms Bermont
West Babylon High School

3rd Place Sculpture (tie)
You Jeong Park
Girr-onimo
Teacher: Ms Diodato
Half Hollow Hills High School West
Honorable Mention Sculpture
Brooke Fryer
Happy to Serve You
Teacher: Ms Gerard, Ms Gerlach
Longwood High School
1st Place Mixed Media
Alexandera Menke
Lost Between the Lines
Teacher: Ms Iaquinto
West Babylon High School
1st Place Mixed Media (tie)
Kelsey Slater
LongHouse Reflection
Teacher: Ms Evans
East Hampton High School

2nd Place Mixed Media
Katie Reed
Reflections
Teacher: Ms. Evans
East Hampton High School
3rd Place Mixed Media
Hannah Fyffe
LongHouse Flow
Teacher: Ms. Evans
East Hampton High School
Honorable Mention Mixed Media
Christopher Bustamante
Cubix
Teacher: Ms. Evans
East Hampton High School
Honorable Mention Mixed Media
Emma Comes
LongHouse Pond
Teacher: Ms. Evans
East Hampton High School
Honorable Mention Mixed Media
Timothy Gualtieri
LongHouse Tree
Teacher: Ms. Evans
East Hampton High School
Honorable Mention Mixed Media
Nicole Frank
LongHouse Composition
Teacher: Ms. Evans
East Hampton High School
DANCE/MUSIC/VIDEOGRAPHY
A performance of Elements, the winning dance piece, began the HS portion of the program.

1st Place Dance/Choreography
Lia Crico, Gabrielle Ment
1st Place Musical Composition
Kate FitzSimons
1st Place Videography
Emily Watson
Teacher: Ms Hastalis
Ross Upper School

MIDDLE SCHOOL
SCULPTURE

1st Place Sculpture
Elizabeth Hochstedler
Garden Pot
Teacher: Ms. Gianis
Seventh Grade
Bridgehampton School

DIGITAL MEDIA
1st Place Digital Media
Camille Barrett
Shadows
Teacher: Mr. Hancock, Ms Paris
Sixth Grade
Amagansett School

2nd Place Digital Media
Travis Loschen
Free Climb
Teacher: Mr. Hancock, Ms. Paris
Sixth Grade
Amagansett School

KINETIC SCULPTURE

1st Place Kinetic Sculpture
Sixth Grade Collaboration
Teacher: Ms. Imperiale
Sixth Grade
Tuckahoe Common School

INTERPRETIVE POETRY
1st Place Interpretive Poetry
Charlie Bedard
Peter's Pond
Teacher Ms. Leszczynski
Sixth Grade
Tuckahoe Common School

Peter’s Pond
I reflect as if I’m a mirror
I am a fishing tank with no top
I am as soothing as yoga
I am a body with creatures in me
I am as beautiful as a full moon

I smell the sweet smell of lily pads
I feel fishes swimming through me
I hear water flowing
I feel frogs jumping across my lily pads
I feel raindrops making me grow
I hear people saying how beautiful I am

By Charlie Bedard

2nd Place Interpretive Poetry
Luz Espinosa
Hoop Garden
Teacher: Ms. Leszczynski
Sixth Grade
Tuckahoe Common School

Hoop Garden
I am a garden,
you look at me as
an amazing tunnel from
Alice and Wonderland.
As you walk along me,
you smell me as a
brand new perfume.
I'm a garden,
full of nature, like a forest,
beautiful as a beach.
You can hear,
the peaceful singing of the birds,
trying to make you
fall asleep.
My rough flowers,
are rough as sandpaper,
And little bumpy rocks.
The flowers are dancing,
to the soothing wind,
as if the wind was a song.

By Luz Espinosa
Drops of water fall into a black hole
Nobody knows where it goes
Gallons and gallons
Reflected water being sucked in
Never stopping always dropping
Gallons and gallons
Calm and still until it reaches the edge
Gravity pulling down searching for the ground
Gallons and gallons

By Jamie Arias

Peacefully Green
The leaves are hanging
Many bull frogs are croaking
The water is still.

By Alyssa Jacoby
1st Place Interpretive Poetry
Nick Sigua
The Bell
Teachers: Mrs. Tully
Fifth Grade
Springs School

The Bell
The spirit awakens
Howling its song
Echoing in the mists
Of the dark lonely night
Whispering its words
To every living thing
It goes back to eternal slumber
Waiting to be freed

By Nick Sigua

2nd Place Interpretive Poetry (tie)
Lizette Maurath
Pond at LongHouse
Teachers: Mrs. Tully
Fifth Grade
Springs School

The Pond at LongHouse
Sit and watch
The peaceful
Pond while the
Leaves float by
Hear the songs
Of the chirping birds
As they soar up
high past
past trees
two headless sculptures keep you company
inhale that fresh air while observing ripples in the

by Lizette Maurath
2nd Place Interpretive Poetry (tie)
Olivia Brauer
Headless
Teachers: Mrs. Frazier
Fifth Grade
Springs School

Headless
Walking
Not knowing where
You’re going
But still going.
Is walking the board
Really that easy
With no head?
One stop
Saved you from your
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Into the pond.
Try to breathe, smell the surroundings.

By Olivia Brauer

Untitled
You push each other
Wanting to take up as much
Space as you can.
You want the spotlight
All to yourself
In a small boat
Slightly hidden from the rest
Of the world.
Splatter glass
Colorful fireworks,
A burst of energy;
In a small rowboat.
On Chihuly’s glass onions.
Unique not like another,
Just like a fingerprint.

By Nina Gonzalez & Isabell Aguero
3rd Place Interpretive Poetry (tie)
Isabella Aguero and Nina Gonzalez
Untitled
Teachers: Mrs. Frazier, Mrs. Tully
Fifth Grade
Springs School

Untitled
The sound of music Flutters around
Entering my eardrums.
Another language IS being SPOKEN
As I play I stand there
Blowing my HORN.
Everyone’s lookin at me.
This was nothing like a stage.
It was more!
I felt like I
Could be free.

By Paul Vespe
Honorable Mention Interpretive Poetry
Lila Edwards
Untitled
Teachers: Mrs. Tully
Fifth Grade
Springs School

Inspired by Barcelo
Hoop;
You’re hope
In African.
A giraffe?
Maybe,
But the way
I see you
You’re a
Friend.
A friend
Who cannot
Move,
Just has to stay
In that pose.
So I’ll stay with you,
As ELEPHANTE.

By Lila Edwards

Honorable Mention Interpretive Poetry
Racer Oddo
Untitled
I see you swim
I watch
Stone still
Water
Staying upside down!
I’ll be still, wataching
You enter
I see you
Fall…
I see turtle
But, in reality,
Elephante.

By Racer Oddo
Racer Oddo
Untitled
Teachers: Mrs. Frazier, Mrs. Tully
Fifth Grade
Springs School

A Different Type of Elephant
A man’s
Best friend.
But you are shy.
You are in
The circus
Of untamed
Wild animals!
You perform
For peanuts,
But the peanuts
Are looks
From us
To you.

By Marketa Grant

Honorable Mention Interpretive Poetry
Marketa Grant
A Different Type of Elephant
Teachers: Mrs. Frazier
Fifth Grade
Springs School
WATERCOLOR

1st Place Watercolor
Jayleen Schiappacasse
Untitled
Teachers: Ms. Nicoletti, Mr. Cossentino
Fifth Grade
Montauk School

MIXED MEDIA COLLABORATIVE

1st Place Mixed Media (Collaborative)
Marietta Burns and Enola Mercer
Black & Red
Teacher Ms Charron
Sixth Grade
Southampton Intermediate School

MIXED MEDIA
1st Place Mixed Media (tie)
James Kim
Untitled
Teacher Ms. Nicoletti
Fifth Grade
Montauk School

1st Place Mixed Media (tie)
Jamilah Connor
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Nicoletti
Fifth Grade
Montauk School

2nd Place Mixed Media
Raymond Schefferine
Reeds
Teacher: Ms. Charron
Sixth Grade
Southampton Intermediate School

3rd Place Mixed Media
Felicitas Reyes-Ochoa
Lilypad
Teacher: Ms. Charron
Sixth Grade
Southampton Intermediate School
Tommy Pulido
Untitled
Teachers: Ms Cameron, Ms. Diamond
Fifth Grade
John M. Marshall Elementary

William Scainetti
Untitled
Teachers: Ms Cameron, Ms. Diamond
Fifth Grade
John M. Marshall Elementary

Benjamin Schutz
Untitled
Teachers: Ms Cameron, Ms. Diamond
Fifth Grade
John M. Marshall Elementary

Eamon Spencer
Untitled
Teachers: Ms Cameron, Ms. Diamond
Fifth Grade
John M. Marshall Elementary

PASTEL
Pastel on Paper
Madyson Neff
Teacher: Mrs. Adamcewicz
Fourth Grade
Montauk School

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Graphic Design
Oliver Hoffman and Kurt Matthews
The Puzzle
Teachers: Ms. Brunn, Ms. Paris
Fourth Grade
Round Forms
Deep sound of drums
Small crumbs of fooe
Round shell on the bench
Cracks zigzags
Hollow barrel

By Tabitha Bennett

Ella Bistrian
Cobalt Reeds
Smooth blue candles
Light them
Fragile pointy sticks growing tall
Think candles in the cake
Wind blowing blue fire

By Ella Bistrian
Jack’s Walla Wallas
Glass candy
Color Spots
Wide chicken eggs
Big balloons floating
Green Taffy
Yellow jelly beans
Blue clouds
Light green leaves swaying on a tree

By Sophie Carmichael

Irregular Progression
Crack into little squares
Taller than our house
Hard ice
399 blocks on top
Dirty dog digging in the mud
Grey stove cooking pasta
Big sky scraper

By Luke Brunn
Alyse Chapman
Fly's Eye Dome
Teachers: Ms. Muthig, Ms. Paris
First Grade
Amagansett School

Fly’s Eye Dome
Hard round building
Big holes for flies
Ice cream with sprinkles
Light gray animals
Big elephants
Dotted ball rolling.
Planet falling.

By Alyse Chapman

Brandon Helier
Battenkill
Teachers: Ms. Muthig, Ms. Paris
First Grade
Amagansett School

Battenkill
Bluebird singing
Slow water flowing
Round swimming pool
Cold bumpy water
Trucks driving fast through water puddles
Hard cement sidewalk

By Brandon Helier

COLLABORATIVE SCULPTURE
The Chihuly Tree
Teacher: Ms. Cutillo
First Grade
Montauk School
MIXED MEDIA
Anouk Bernard
The Rainbow Forest
Teachers: Ms. Irvine, Ms Walsh
First Grade
Montauk School

David Gegario
The Color Rainbow
Teachers: Ms. Irvine, Ms Walsh
First Grade
Montauk School

Aydin Herlihy
The Blue Masterpiece
Teachers: Ms. Irvine, Ms Walsh
First Grade
Montauk School

Jordan Kim
Sunset at the LongHouse
Teachers: Ms. Irvine, Ms Walsh
First Grade
Montauk School

FIRST GRADE COLLABORATIVE MIXED MEDIA
LongHouse Collage
Teachers: Ms Hantz Greenfield, Ms Hamill
First Grade
Southampton Elementary School, Dual Language Class
MIXED MEDIA
Kieran O'Brien, Raven Reddick, Tucker Schwartz, Jasper Yektai
Illustrated Book of Elements
Teachers: Ms Aldredge, Ms. Connell, Ms Allegra
Representing Kindergarten Class
Ross Lower School